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a new feature in the game is the "raging blast" mode. in this mode, each stage is set to a certain
level of difficulty. players can choose either to fight normal battles or to fight by button-mashing,
with the intent of clearing the stage in the fastest possible time. players who attempt to win this

mode with button-mashing risk being left with an inferior rank. players who choose the normal battle
option will be rewarded with an overall higher rank. this is to encourage players to use the normal

battle option. dragon ball: raging blast is a massive effort, and the scale of the project is incredible.
the game features a massive amount of detail, gameplay variety, and an expansive cast of

characters. it has great graphics, sound, and music. the story mode is fairly large and easy to follow,
and the gameplay is fun and a bit more deep then the average dragon ball game. gameplay is pretty

similar to budokai tenkaichi 2, but with a few interesting twists. the camera is a bit clunky, but the
frame-rate is smooth. some modes are fun to play, like "galaxy mode" and "rocket mode". the over-
world is massive and allows for lots of exploration. i think that the game is good, but there is a lot of
potential here for a much better game. dragon ball: raging blast 2 is the second game in the dragon
ball: raging blast series. the story begins after the events of the first game. goku is on a quest to find
the seven dragon balls. goku and his friends face many challenges, including kami's return, a battle
against the evil spirit, the return of frieza, and the battle to save the dragon balls. goku learns new

techniques and learns that he has more of a purpose in the universe than he thought he did.
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the battles in raging blast 2 are not only fun, they're also quite satisfying. in the super battle system,
you can select any of the character's moves, and each move has a meter that tracks the amount of
energy in your ki. to execute the move, you press a button to unleash the attack, and use another

button to input any special command. your character will begin to charge up his ki, and as the meter
fills, the attack becomes more powerful. the attacks themselves are also quite satisfying. moves are
executed by using a button combination, and super moves are executed by pressing a button and
holding down a second button. when the attack is completed, the meter will fill up, and a character

can unleash a powerful attack that does more damage than the standard attack. the attacks
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themselves are devastating, and when you succeed in locking in an attack, you can go into rage
mode, and use a special attack that does even more damage than your regular move. the super

battle system also has a number of command options and special moves. if you hold down a button,
you can use a command, and if you hold down a second button, you can use a special move. each

character has a command, and each move can be assigned to a button. command options are used
to call upon your character to perform a specific attack or to use a special move, and they also
include standard attacks and special moves. with each command option, the second button is

assigned to a specific special move, and holding down the second button calls upon that move. there
are a number of different command options, and many of them are unique to each character. each

character also has a number of command options and special moves. the command options are
called command moves, and they include normal moves and special moves. the command options of

a character can be customized, and it's easy to assign the command options to a button. the
command options and special moves are called battle frames. each character has a number of

different battle frames that he or she can use, and they can be assigned to a button. every move
and command option comes with one or two different battle frames, so there are a lot of different

battle frames that can be selected at any time. the super battle system's battle frame system is the
foundation of what makes raging blast 2 such a fun and engaging game. 5ec8ef588b
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